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A n NNU education is more than an intellectual pursuit. It’s more than 
merely acquiring a degree to get a better job. It’s about identifying a 

purpose and turning that into a meaningful life. At Northwest Nazarene 
University, we believe that a meaningful life is rooted in timeless values 
and empowered by a community that embodies those principles. 
Together we realize our potential by committing to a life of service that 
transforms ourselves, our society and the world.

At NNU we refer to this as being Here for Good, and we believe we’re Here for Good regardless of what 
disruptions COVID-19 may create. Here for Good isn’t static or stationary, but rather, dynamic and port-
able. It’s active and it goes wherever we go. Each one of us is Here for Good. No matter where we are, and 
no matter where “here” is. In fact, we believe that “here” is everywhere NNU is: on campus, within each 
of us and wherever life may take us and everywhere in between.

And then there’s the word “Good.” Good is different at NNU. For us, it’s more than just a little word 
implying nice or pleasant — it’s elevated. Good is, in fact, a big word for us and is much more than merely 
aspirational. Good takes things and people beyond where they are, making the world a much better place 
as a result. Good is what makes our kind of transformation unique. In short, we believe it’s what makes 
NNU, NNU.

As we return to campus for a new academic year we do so in the midst of a pandemic. We believe that 
being Here for Good will be best expressed this year by putting Community FIRST. Of course, this 
doesn’t mean we cease putting God first. Community First, especially in the midst of a pandemic, is a 
way we can honor God, others and ourselves. Community First asks that each of us put aside our own 
conveniences, desires and preferences so that we might accommodate and protect others. Community 
First is best demonstrated by each of us being Respectful, Humble and Flexible. 

This semester, we will inevitably face many challenges that will call for us to be respectful, humble and 
flexible, and our NNU community is relying on us to live in those ways. On the pages that follow, you’ll 
read about our plans to put Community First and how you can participate in those plans. I’m asking and 
expecting each of us to commit to Community FIRST so that our community will thrive in spite of the 
challenges presented by a pandemic. 

This is not about any one of us, but ALL of us. It’s about Community! Please join me in 
putting Community First.

Respectfully — Joel K. Pearsall
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PLAN OVERVIEW

Our Return to Campus Plan grows out of our commitment to being Here for Good and is built 
upon our focus of Community FIRST. While traditional undergraduate students are prominent on our 
campus, the NNU community also includes graduate and professional studies students who share 
our campus buildings and online infrastructure. We believe all students, faculty and staff will come 
together and rise to the challenge of prioritizing the health and safety of our community as we live, 
learn and grow together. 

The basic outline of this plan represents several months of planning and discussion by a variety 
of NNU faculty, staff and administrative leaders. They have read and consulted widely; they have 
explored what other peer institutions are planning; they have discussed a wide range of options 
and alternatives; they have taken into account guidelines and recommendations from leading 
health experts, the CDC, Idaho Southwest District Health authorities and state and local officials. 
Together, they have concluded that these are the best ways for NNU to plan at this time as we 
prepare to bring our students back to campus for face-to-face classes, residential living and 
community building NNU-style.

The plan includes both broad, general principles that will become our new norms as we amplify 
health and safety precautions for our campus community, as well as protocols that will provide 
targeted intervention, treatment and isolation of individuals, should it become necessary. 

The plan has been divided into three overarching areas:

 � Maintaining a Healthy Campus

 � Continuing Excellence in Academics

 � Ensuring a Vibrant Community

We recognize the limitation of our plan in a rapidly changing environment and acknowledge that 
it will likely need to be modified both before and after students arrive on campus. However, we 
believe that the framework and protocols we have put in place will allow us to make any needed 
adaptations to keep our community well and thriving. We will continue to seek counsel and rely 
upon God as we develop innovative and creative ways to ensure that the essence of who NNU is 
continues to flourish—regardless of what disruptions and challenges COVID-19 may present.

These plans are only going to be effective if each and every one of us makes a commitment to 
work together to follow them as we put Community FIRST. It will require Respect, Humility and 
Flexibility from each of us. We firmly believe that these changes are worth it if they allow us to 
return to campus and continue living and learning together. 



Commitment to

“Education flourishes in community” is a foundational element of an education and expresses why we believe so 
strongly in our core value of Community, which is founded on Jesus’ command to love God and love others. This 
year, in order for us to learn and grow in community, we will need to make several commitments to one another. 
These commitments will require all of us to be RESPECTFUL, HUMBLE & FLEXIBLE. Respect for others, 
accepting inconveniences and embracing change are going to be important traits for NNU to move forward in a 
healthy and vibrant way. 

I acknowledge my role in doing what I can to preserve the NNU experience and commit to putting Community 
First by adhering to the procedures and practices listed above. Also, I embrace my responsibility to be 
RESPECTFUL, HUMBLE & FLEXIBLE in the face of an ever-changing environment.

In order to put COMMUNITY FIRST I commit to:

We are asking all students, staff and faculty to take the following Community First pledge as we each commit 
to doing our part in keeping our community healthy and safe:

Living our lives in a Community First manner is our outward expression of God having first place in our lives.

 � Practicing good hand hygiene including increased hand washing and the use of 

hand sanitizer

 � Completing the daily, online health assessment prior to leaving my residence 

(whether on or off campus) and staying at my residence if I am experiencing any 

symptoms (unless instructed otherwise by NNU Wellness Center personnel)

 � Properly wearing a face covering in designated areas, including classrooms, 

campus gatherings, the Dex, lobbies, and other locations (as requested). 

 � Practicing physical distancing as best I am able 

 � Cleaning common surfaces in classroom and study spaces after use to prepare it 

for those who follow me 

 � Limiting gatherings as directed by NNU leadership under the guidance of local and 

state health departments 

 � Limiting non-essential travel off campus

 � Following NNU guidelines for testing, quarantine and isolation if I do not feel well 

or come in contact with an infected individual

 � Participating in contact tracing, if requested

 � Recognizing my personal role in our shared responsibility to protect our campus 

community, Canyon County, and the Boise Valley

 � Showing regard for the needs of others and extending grace to those around me

 � Following any additional instructions of university officials as they relate to 

COVID-19 developments 
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Maintaining a 
HEALTHY CAMPUS

As has always been the case, the health and safety of our students, faculty, 
staff and neighboring community continues to be our priority. Our Health 
and Safety Plans include both proactive measures to create a healthy campus 
as well as protocols and procedures should someone become ill and/or be 
exposed to an infected individual.
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FACE COVERINGS

 � All on campus personnel are required to 
have a face covering with them any time 
they are outside of their personal space, 
such as their apartment, dorm room or 
office 

 � NNU will provide two reusable masks to 
every community member; however, it 
is recommended that everyone has 3-5 
additional reusable/washable or several 
boxes of disposable masks so a clean one is 
always available

MAINTAINING A HEALTHY CAMPUS

PROACTIVE MEASURES
Each of us plays an important role in proactively keeping our community safe by actively 
participating in several measures.

ENHANCED CLEANING 
& DISINFECTING

DAILY SELF-HEALTH SCREENING

 � Our cleaning teams will be diligently 
cleaning high-touch surfaces and high traffic 
areas throughout the day  

 � All community members will be responsible 
for maintaining the cleanliness of their 
personal space and personal items as 
well as taking initiative to sanitize shared 
spaces they have used prior to leaving (e.g., 
classroom tables, chairs, etc…)

 � Community members will need to wash 
hands with soap and warm water for at 
least 20 seconds as often as possible; 
when it is not possible to wash with soap 
and water, hand sanitizer should be used, 
especially when arriving in buildings, 
classrooms, the Dex and other areas of 
higher population density

 � Even when wearing a face covering, all 
community members should sneeze and 
cough into their elbow

 � Prior to receiving permission to move 
into on-campus housing, all students 
will participate in a health screening that 
evaluates possible COVID-19 symptoms and 
exposure

 � Each morning, all community members will 
complete an online health screening that 
inquires about possible COVID-19 symptoms 
and/or exposure. This is intended to help 
each of us be reflective and intentional 
about taking responsibility for our own 
health. Additionally, it will help the university 
monitor and support the health of our 
community as well as conduct possible 
contact tracing should it become necessary

PERSONAL HYGIENE

6ft
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HOW TO WEAR 
A FACE COVERING

MAINTAINING A HEALTHY CAMPUS

DO NOT put the mask around your neck or up 
on your forehead

DO NOT touch the mask, and, if you do, wash 
your hands or use hand sanitizer to disinfect

DO Put it over your nose and mouth and secure 
it under your chin

DO Try to fit it snugly against the sides of your 
face

 � Face coverings need to be worn in all indoor 
spaces including classrooms, labs, lobbies, 
common learning spaces, the Student 
Commons, the Learning Commons, the Dex, 
etc.; they may be removed when seated and 
eating in the Dex or the Bean

 � Face coverings need to be worn outdoors 
when physical distancing is not possible 

 � Community members who have a medical 
condition may complete a “Request for Face 
Covering Accommodation Form,” that is 
available in the COVID-19 section of my.nnu.
edu. Accommodation Request Forms must 
be signed by a Primary Care Provider and 
will be reviewed by the Wellness Center. Any 
accommodations that have been arranged 
will be managed by the Center for Academic 
Success and Advising (CASA)

http://my.nnu.edu
http://my.nnu.edu
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PHYSICAL DISTANCING

TRAFFIC PATTERNS

VISITORS

TRAVEL

 � All community members need to practice 
physical distancing of at least six feet both 
indoors and outdoors whenever possible

 � Traffic flow patterns have been established 
in each campus building that designate one-
way entrances, direction of movement in 
hallways and stairways and one-way exits; 
community members need to observe and 
follow all posted traffic patterns

 � Any visitor to campus will need to follow all 
established health and safety protocols and 
procedures; visitors must be with a campus 
“host” at all times who will ultimately be 
responsible to see that they are adhering to 
stated guidelines

University-sponsored Travel: 

Will be significantly limited and will require 
enhanced screening and testing:

 � University-sponsored groups are not 
permitted to travel to destinations with a 
rolling seven day-infection rate above 25 
per 100,000 per Harvard Global Health 
Initiative’s key metrics site

Personal Travel:

Employee Travel:

 � Review the Harvard Global Health 
Initiative’s key metrics site 

 � Consult with the Campus Wellness 
Center to determine if a 14-day 
quarantine period will be required upon 
return

 � Please consult the employee portal for the 
complete employee travel policy

 � Thanksgiving will be celebrated on 
campus as a community and all students 
are encouraged to remain on campus 
throughout the holiday weekend

 � Those students who choose to travel 
outside of Idaho for the break will 
complete the final two weeks of fall 
semester remotely; they will continue 
to be well-supported by faculty as they 
finish their semester

 � Thanksgiving Holiday Travel:

 � Before travel you should: 

MAINTAINING A HEALTHY CAMPUS

6ft
 � University-sponsored groups are not 

permitted to travel if Canyon County has a 
rolling seven day-average daily infection rate 
above 25 per 100,000 per Harvard Global 
Health Initiative’s key metrics site

 � NOTE: Athletic Travel policy will be 
evaluated throughout the year in 
cooperation and coordination with NCAA, 
GNAC and NNU

https://globalepidemics.org/key-metrics-for-covid-suppression/
https://globalepidemics.org/key-metrics-for-covid-suppression/
https://globalepidemics.org/key-metrics-for-covid-suppression/
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NNU is committed to doing what we can to help our campus community stay healthy and safe. 
However, if someone falls ill or is exposed to COVID-19, we have established the following plans 
to care for the individual and mitigate the spread of the virus.

TESTING, TREATMENT 
& QUARANTINE

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

REPORTING ILLNESS

SARS COV-2 (CORONAVIRUS) 
TESTING

 � Over the past several decades, the Wellness 
Center has been staffed by a full-time 
registered nurse or, more recently, by a 
part-time physician; this next year it will be 
staffed by a full-time licensed practical nurse 
and a part-time physician to provide a broad 
range of services to care for our campus 
community

 � The Wellness Center can also assist students 
with obtaining off-campus care with our 
community providers based on the student’s 
insurance needs and personal preference

 � If a member of the NNU community has a 
temperature of 100.0 or higher and exhibits 
COVID-19 symptoms, they will need to 
notify their RA or supervisor by text or 
email (not in person); the RA or supervisor 
can help alert the Wellness Center and start 
the process for further assessment. The 
individual should immediately begin to self-
quarantine in their residence/room until they 
have received further instructions from the 
Wellness Center

 � Off-campus students will need to notify the 
Wellness Center 

 � NNU is working closely with Saltzer Health 
to provide a specified number of SARS 
CoV-2 testing by the IDNow test by Abbott 
throughout the year. This rapid test is 
expected to give us results within half a 
day and allow us to make relatively quick 
decisions regarding care and the safety of 
our campus

 � Testing for diagnostic purposes will be 
performed by the individual’s primary care 
provider of choice or the Wellness Center 
(both of which would be billed to insurance)

 � Testing protocols for our campus community 
are currently being developed and will 
include some or all of the following:

 � Testing symptomatic individuals

 � Testing sentinel groups of selected 
residential students who are at higher 
risk of asymptomatic spread as 
warranted 

 � Testing campus employees as warranted

MAINTAINING A HEALTHY CAMPUS

 � Students will need to communicate with 
all professors to let them know they will be 
missing class due to illness

NNU

NNU
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SELF-QUARANTINE BEFORE 
RETURNING TO CAMPUS

QUARANTINE/ISOLATION 
ON CAMPUS

CONTACT TRACING

 � A self-quarantine for the two weeks prior to 
a community member’s return to campus is 
strongly encouraged; enhanced precautions 
(including washing hands, staying home if 
sick, wearing face coverings and practicing 
physical distancing) should be taken and 
attendance at all gatherings should be 
limited during this time

 � Travel is discouraged during the two weeks 
prior to return to campus

 � Students believed to be exposed to 
COVID-19 will be assigned a room in a 
designated quarantine space on campus 
away from other students 

 � If a campus member tests positive for 
COVID-19, contact tracing will be performed 
to locate close contacts who will then be 
placed in quarantine and monitored closely

For more details on our health & safety plans and FAQs, see 
https://www.nnu.edu/fall2020/health-and-safety

MAINTAINING A HEALTHY CAMPUS

 � Students with confirmed COVID-19 test 
results will be isolated from the campus 
population in the designated isolation 
spaces; students from the Boise Valley will 
be encouraged to isolate at home (when 
possible)

 � Students needing to be isolated/quarantined 
on campus will be well cared for, provided 
meals and will have access to the technology 
needed to continue with their courses as 
they are able

https://www.nnu.edu/fall2020/health-and-safety
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Excellence 
IN ACADEMICS

NNU faculty are gifted educators who are experienced in creating a rich 
learning experience. This summer they are re-envisioning their courses 
to be ready for a variety of possible scenarios that will allow for a quality 
education for every student. Although NNU is planning to deliver the 
majority of instruction in a face-to-face format, we are prepared to 
accommodate quarantined/isolated students as needed, as well as to pivot 
quickly and smoothly to remote instruction should it become required to 
maintain the health and safety of our campus community.
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The 2020-21 Academic Calendars have been revised.

Traditional Undergraduate:
Fall semester will begin one day earlier than originally scheduled. Previously scheduled Traditional 
Undergraduate breaks have been minimized and the semester will finish one week earlier than 
originally planned.

Aug. 24-26 —LEAD Retreat

Aug. 27-30 —Phased Move-in

Aug. 29-30—Freshman Retreat

Aug. 31—First Day of Classes

Oct. 14—Mid-Semester Break

Nov. 26-29—Thanksgiving Break (In order to reduce the health risk associated with travel, students 
are encouraged to stay on campus to celebrate Thanksgiving with their NNU family. Those 
students who choose to travel outside of Idaho for the break will complete the final two weeks of 
fall semester remotely. They will continue to be well-supported by faculty so they can finish their 
semester well.)

Dec. 4—Last Day of Classes

Dec. 7-10—Finals Week

Dec. 11 (noon)—Residence Halls Close

Graduate and Professional Studies (GPS):
Since our GPS programs vary by schedule and modality, please contact your program coordinator 
for your program’s specific calendar dates for the Fall semester.

ACADEMIC CALENDAR REVISIONS

EXCELLENCE IN ACADEMICS

https://www.nnu.edu/students/student-resources/events-schedules/academic-calendars


 � The majority of classroom instruction is 
scheduled to be delivered face-to-face, 
observing appropriate safety protocols

 � Some larger courses and labs have adopted 
a more creative, blended approach 
that combines face-to-face and remote 
instruction; this allows students to continue 
to receive direct mentoring from professors 
while also allowing for appropriate physical 
distancing

 � A small number of courses will be delivered 
fully online, as has been the case over the 
past several years

(Students are encouraged to talk with their 
advisors to ensure that they are registered in 
classes that will be delivered in a format that 
meets their personal comfort levels and needs)

 � Class and lab enrollments have been capped 
and classrooms will be strategically arranged 
to allow for appropriate physical distancing 

 � Throughout the summer our faculty have 
invested in training to leverage Canvas 
(NNU’s learning management system) which 
is a highly flexible platform for hosting digital 
course content, assignments, and other 
learning resources. This platform will be used 
to supplement face-to-face instruction; it will 
also increase the effectiveness and efficiency 
of a transition to remote instruction should 
it become necessary for an individual or an 
entire course

 � Training on the use of classroom video has 
been provided; this can be used to support 
students who cannot be physically present 
in the classroom

MODES OF INSTRUCTION

CLASSROOM ENROLLMENT/
ARRANGEMENT

TECHNOLOGY

For more on our academic plans and FAQs, see 
https://www.nnu.edu/fall2020/educational-value

EXCELLENCE IN ACADEMICS
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 � Upgrades for increasing campus internet   
access are currently being completed; it is 
anticipated they will be finished by fall semester

https://www.nnu.edu/fall2020/educational-value
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Ensuring a 
VIBRANT COMMUNITY

Community is the heart of an NNU experience. We are working diligently to make plans 
that will encompass spiritual, residential and co-curricular activities that will preserve 
the NNU experience as we encourage our community to flourish safely within the 
guidelines provided by health experts.
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SPIRITUAL LIFE

 � Individual worship will continue in a number 
of ways ranging from personal devotions 
to reflections on class discussions to 
quiet prayer times in the Prayer Chapel 
to opportunities to show acts of love, 
forgiveness or mercy to others 

 � Communal worship will follow the health 
protocols established for the university 

 � Chapel will involve many smaller gatherings 
taking place simultaneously instead of a 
community-wide gathering 

 � Multiple Faith Formation offerings will be 
provided throughout the week including 
Timeout, Praxis, small groups, as well as 
some additional new opportunities 

 � The Faith Formation policy will be revised 
to reflect an adjustment in requirements; 
details are still being finalized and will be 
communicated at the beginning of the 
semester. A new attendance app will be 
used to help students to track their faith 
formation requirements, the times and 
places that worship will happen and allow 
students to reserve space to attend (when 
necessary)

 � Residential Life will operate at full capacity, 
with the added integration of health and 
safety protocols

 � Modification to room arrangements will be 
made so that beds can be positioned head 
to toe and bunk beds can be eliminated 
(when possible) 

RESIDENTIAL LIFE

DINING

 � Traffic patterns have been established 
to provide direction for safe movement 
through the Dex

 � Physical distancing is required in the Dex; 
tables and chairs have been rearranged 
and additional seating has been added in 
Walden Hall (adjacent to the Dex) to allow 
for physical distancing

 � Face coverings will be worn in all serving 
and dining areas of the Dex, but may be 
removed when seated and eating

 � Self-serve options have been eliminated

 � The Grille will remain open for breakfast and 
will offer multiple “grab-and-go” options

 � More details on additional dining protocols 
and safety can be found at https://nnu.
sodexomyway.com/

 � Students will be grouped into “family-units” 
distinguished by residential placement; 
some activities/access to locations may be 
restricted to members of each “family unit”; 
face coverings will be required when visiting 
other wings, apartments and common areas 

 � Visitation to other residence halls or 
apartments will be determined by the 
current community and campus health 
guidelines for group gatherings

 � Overnight guests will not be allowed in 
residence halls

4 Guests only

Thank You
Community    FIRST

ENSURING A VIBRANT COMMUNITY

https://nnu.sodexomyway.com/
https://nnu.sodexomyway.com/
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 � NNU Music Ensembles will resume rehearsals 
and concerts this fall with the following 
safety protocols in place:

COMMUNITY EVENTS

ATHLETICS

MUSIC

 � NNU will continue to offer as many of our 
traditional University-sponsored events as 
we safely can; all events will be required to 
meet the event planning criteria established 
by the NNU Director of Health Services to 
ensure compliance with state and university 
guidelines for social gatherings; modification 
of events may be necessary to ensure the 
health and safety of our community 

 � Student clubs and organizations will be 
allowed to meet in groups that comply 
with state and university guidelines for 
gatherings; face coverings and physical 
distancing expectations will be followed

 � DII Athletics—The Great Northwest 
Athletic Conference (GNAC) CEO Board 
has suspended all intercollegiate athletics 
competition through Nov. 30; this impacts 
men’s and women’s soccer, volleyball and 
men’s and women’s cross country, and men’s 
and women’s basketball as well as men’s and 
women’s golf, baseball and softball non-
championship fall seasons

 � Club Sports—Guidelines provided by the 
Pacific Northwest Lacrosse League and the 
university are being followed

 � Intramural sports—IM sports will be 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis for 
physical distancing, the group size of 
participants and whether they can be 
held outdoors; in some cases, the rules for 
individual sports might be adjusted to allow 
for participation. All events will be approved 
by the Director of Community Life

 � Prior to each rehearsal, students will be 
checked for possible symptoms; should 
a student be showing any signs of illness, 
they will be referred to the NNU Director 
of Health Services

 � Enhanced health protocols outlined by 
multiple national music organizations 
will be applied during rehearsals and 
performances

For more on our Community Life Plans and FAQs, see
https://www.nnu.edu/fall2020/vibrant-community

ENSURING A VIBRANT COMMUNITY

 � Concerts will be held and recorded on 
campus; no off campus travel will occur

 � Online music productions will be created 
and shared in collaboration with Graphic 
Design and Film students

https://www.nnu.edu/fall2020/vibrant-community
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Updates will continue to be made available at nnu.edu/fall2020 where you can also find a host of 
Frequently Asked Questions. It is recommended that all students visit this site prior to arrival on 
campus for any last minute updates or instructions.

It’s our intention to be transparent, timely and thorough in our planning efforts, yet we 
acknowledge the potential for lingering questions and concerns. To that end, please contact us at 
covid19@nnu.edu and we will respond as quickly as possible. Your questions and comments may 
further inform our plan and add clarity for everyone in the NNU community.

As each of us puts CommunityFIRST and remains RESPECTFUL, HUMBLE and FLEXIBLE, it’s our 
prayer and belief that this year will be among the best in our history. 

As always, NNU continues to be Here for Good.

Students are asked to update their emergency contact 
and insurance information through the student portal.

EMERGENCY / INSURANCE CONTACT

ONGOING UPDATES & ADDITIONAL INFORMATION



You are more than potential.
You are the fulfillment of 
a promise. Your very existence 
is a great gift brought forth
by divine love and wisdom.
You are here to make the most 
of that gift.

This is more than an education. 
It is a transformation. So, rise and 
shine. Answer the call. Live, learn, 
and lead. Be a beacon and share 
the great redeeming force of 
compassionate service. The world 
is waiting for you because there is 
only one you. And you are the 
reason we are here.

You are


